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Head Start Collaboration Office
2016 !nnual Report Questionnaire
ABOUT THIS REPORT
This annual report will support the work completed by your Head Start Collaboration Office (HSCO).
The annual report will allow the Office of Head Start (OHS) to capture and promote your
collaboration office accomplishments that are both quantitative and qualitative. The categories were
determined by information that was submitted in past reports along with current priorities, and
therefore is intended to build on past work as we move forward. While we structure a number of
questions to focus on current priorities, we also allow for work outside of the priorities to be
reported at the end of each section.
INSTRUCTIONS
Please only report on work completed during the 2016 calendar year. When necessary, you may
include some background information prior to 2016 to clarify the work being reported. If no work
has been completed in an area during 2016, there is no need to enter any information.
THE PAPERWORK REDUCTION ACT OF 1995 (Pub. L. 104-13)
The public reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 4 hours per
response, including the time for reviewing instructions, gathering and maintaining the data needed,
and reviewing the collection of information.
An agency may not conduct or sponsor, and a person is not required to respond to, a collection of
information unless it displays a currently valid OMB control number.
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A. DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
Please fill out the following demographic information.
* indicates a required question
† indicates a question that will be used to populate your collaboration profile webpage on Early Childhood
Learning & Knowledge Center (ECLKC)
1. * Name Jacqualine Govan
2. * Title

Director

3. *† Select the state of the Head Start Collaboration Office (HSCO) Arkansas
4. *† What region is the collaboration office located in?

6

5. When did you begin in this position? August, 2011
6. *† Select the Department that best represents the location of the HSCO
Department of Education
✔

Department of Human or Social Services
Workforce Department
Governor’s Office
Combined Education and Human Services Department

✔

Other 1400 West Markham Street, LR AR

7. *† Where is the HSCO actually housed (e.g. specify the division within the department)
We have our own building...

8. *† Is this position appointed by the Governor or their Designee?
Yes
No
9. † Please provide the Vision and Mission of the department in the State where the HSCO is located. You
may include the Purpose/Mission of the HSCO if applicable.
The Arkansas Head Start Association (AHSA) promotes the leadership to local grantees in achieving the
identified goals:
-Striving for Excellence - The AHSA promotes a high quality comprehensive child development program
for economically deprived children birth to five years of age, thus ensuring school and life successes.
-Targeting At-Risk families - The AHSA addresses the issues if child care, family literacy, alcohol and
10. How
many staff positions are there in the HSCO?
substance abuse, violence, adolescent and child health, and the multi-faceted needs of families in a
changing
a Full-time employees (FTE)
Directorsociety through
1
comprehensive approach.
Coordinator
FTE - The AHSA fosters an approach to program development utilizing
-Building strong Partnerships
broad-based linkages and community partnerships involving public, private, and corporate sectors.
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As a professional organization, the AHSA, a collaborative group of agencies and programs pledges
advocate, communicate, and partner at the community and state levels to enhance and ensure the
provision of high-quality outcome-oriented services to children and families.
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Assistant/Admin 1
Other

FTE

3/4 FTE

(Please indicate position)

Family Engagement Coordinator

11. † Does your state or region have an identified State Advisory Council? If so, provide the name of the
council and the involvement of the HSCO.
Yes

Arkansas Early Childhood Commission

No
Regional Advisory Council
12. † List up to ten major partnerships/collaborations that are in place between the HSCO and other
entities
Department of Human Services/Division of Child Care
Department of Education
DHS/Division for Children and Family Services
Department of Higher Education
UAMS Pediatrics/Infant Mental Health
Department of Health
CASSP
Home Visiting (MIECHV/HIPPY)
Behavioral Health
Arkansas Advocates for Children and Families
Arkansas Department of Behavioral Health

13. † List the major goals for your HSCO
The HSSCO plays an important role in helping the administration, DHS, and the Governor's Office make
progress toward goals, which improve the lives of young children. Collaboration projects assist with these
and other relevant state initiatives and brings the support and perspective of EHS/Head Start for the
development of early childhood systems. The goals of the HSSCO include:
1. To enhance and maintain collaboration and coordination among EHS/HS/MSHS with child care in order to
provide full-day, full-year comprehensive and quality services for children.
2. To enhance and support EHS/HS/MSHS program’s ability to access quality professional development
opportunities in order to maintain skilled and competent staff.
3. To enhance and maintain collaboration, coordination, and alignment of transition services and
curriculum
Page
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by Head Start programs with state-funded per-Kindergarten programs and the public schools.
4. To enhance and support strong collaboration AND coordination among EHS/HS/MSHS, state-funded
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B. PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
† Reponses to sections B-G will be used to populate the results on your ECLKC collaboration office profile
webpage and can be used in completing your mid-year and annual reports.
Include a description and measurable results where possible.
1. Please indicate if the collaboration office has been involved in any education for legislative actions
around Professional Development in the following areas
✔ educational requirements for Early Childhood Education (ECE)
✔ system development
✔ other (please specify) Revisions to MCCL Regs

If any selected, please provide a narrative description and when applicable, measurable results
The HSSCO serves on the states' Professional Development Steering committee. The committee is in the
process of working on co a PD plan for the state. We are working with a representative from the BUILD
Initiative for our PD Learning table.

2. Please indicate the area(s) of higher education where the collaboration office was involved

The HSSCO director works closely with the DHS/DCC in building systems for all early childhood programs in
development
or revision
of a state
credential/certificate
the
State of Arkansas.
To support
the work
that has been done, the HSSCO director attends meetings of the
legislative joint committees, especially when we have to present on changes to licensing, early childhood
✔
infant/toddler
systems,
and other early childhood requirements.
✔ preschool
We also work closely with Arkansas Advocates for Children and Families, who works to put these early
childhood
into policies. One of our major goals is to work to establish state policy, enhance
✔
mentalrequirements
health
educational requirements, provide equitable services, and build advocacy efforts for children birth to five
✔
early childhood special education
years.

development or revision of a degree
✔ Associate degree in ECE with a focus on infant and toddler development

Baccalaureate degree in ECE with a focus on infant and toddler development
Masters degree in ECE with a focus on infant and toddler development
development or revision of online coursework or degree
✔ infant/toddler
✔ preschool

enhancement of coursework
✔ infant/toddler
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✔ social/emotional
✔ brain development
✔ support for articulation
✔ facilitated partnerships

other (please specify)
If any selected, please provide a narrative description of your work and if applicable, measurable results
The HSSCO works closely with the Arkansas Department of Higher Education through the HS/DCC
professional contracts. We have in place through our two year colleges, a Birth to Kindergarten Certificate.
The HSSCO director also worked with the State Department of Education in creating the Birth to K
Integrated
license.the
Allarea(s)
two andwhere
four year
and universities
were
invited
to serve
on tis
committee. or
3. Please indicate
thecolleges
collaboration
office has
been
involved
in the
development
The license has a special education component so that early childhood professionals would have some
implementation of Early Learning Guidelines/Standards(ELG/ELS)
special education coursework for per-school.
✔ alignment with the Head Start Child Development and Early Learning Framework (HSCDELF)
After the EHS/CC partnership grants were announced, the DCC created a position for an infant and toddler
✔(IT)dual
language
in developing
coordinator
to work
with theseELG/ELS
programs. The HSSCO works closely with the IT coordinator in setting up
quarterly
meetings
with
EHS/CC
grantees
✔ initial development or revisions to and partners. The IT coordinator is also working to develop a
system for IT teachers in child care to get their CDA and move o up to completing their Associates degree.
✔with
infant/toddler
a focus on IT development This work supports our State (AECC) Advisory Council's IT goal , which is to
increase the quality care for IT in the state. Arkansas provides free training to early childhood professionals
✔ preschool
through our CCDF grant and awarding professional contracts across the state. Brain Development and the
protective
factors from Strengthening Families is incorporated in most of our training content.
✔fivebirth
to 5 continuum

other (please specify)
If any selected, please provide a narrative description of your work and if applicable, measurable results
Arkansas has currently revised its Child Development Early Learning Standards. The HSSCO completed its
task and has forward all documents to the University of Arkansas at Fayetteville to write the training manual
and conduct statewide training. We received a grant from the W.K. Kellogg foundation to move from a two
(Infants
& toddlers
and per-K)
a seamless set
of standards
from
birthoftodevelopment
five continuum.
4. documents
Please indicate
the
area(s) where
the to
collaboration
office
has been
a part
or revision of
These standards are aligned with the Head Start Child Development and Early Learning Standards. We have
core knowledge and competencies for practitioners/professionals
included specific information and learning goals for dual-language learners. The training was delayed, but
be conducted in 2017 and implement this fall (2017).
✔willinfant/toddler

✔ birth to five continuum
✔ drafting documents

other (please specify)
If any selected, please provide a narrative description of your work and if applicable, measurable results
The PD Steering committee is still working on revising our core knowledge and competencies. The state is
aligning the core competencies to the NAEYC standards, as well as, reviewing what other states are doing.
We have also identified a state definition for EQUITY in professional development.. Through the continued
work of the state and the leadership and assistance from the BUILD Initiative, we should complete this
document in 2017. {See Early Learning Standards for B-5 continuum.}

4
The state started in November tracking the number of trainings and training hours in Arkansas.Page
In terms
of
measurement , Arkansas competed in November and December, 2015 alone had over 9,840 participants to
attend 550 trainings with 1,597 technical assistance visits, with a total of 53,399 hours of professional
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5. Please indicate the area(s) where the collaboration office has been involved in facilitating conference
or training activities
✔ statewide
✔ regional
✔ in partnership with National Head Start Association (NHSA)
✔ in partnership with other organization (please specify)

DHS, DCFS, DHE, SDE, UAMS, ADH, etc
✔ other (please specify) We also collaborate w/exhibitors.

If any selected, please provide a narrative description of your work and if applicable, measurable results
The HSSCO works closely with the AHSA Institute Planning team to coordinate and plan the statewide AHSA
institute each year. The HSSCO director is the lead for this annual event. We do not have a state institute
during the year that the Region VI conference is scheduled in Arkansas. Therefore, working with a planning
team, the
Regionthe
VI conference
is scheduled
every four years.
In creating
this planning
team,
we coordinate
6. Please
indicate
area(s) where
the collaboration
office has
been involved
in the
development
or
with other agencies and organizations, whereby they serve on the statewide planning team. We also have
enhancement of Professional Development Registry activities
co-sponsors to collaborate with us in order to have more people to attend the conferences. For both
we collaborate with state partners, partners within the other four states, Office of Head Start,
✔ conferences,
statewide system
Dallas Regional Office, and the National Centers.
✔ Early Childhood professional tracking
therequirements
creation of theand
HSSCO,
we also have a school readiness summit each year to focus on school
✔ Under
trainer
tracking
readiness, data systems, and transition alignment. This summit is planned along with an existing
✔ conference,
meeting ofwhereby,
Head Start
professional
we pull
Head Start,development
public school,requirements
home visitors, special education, and others to the
table
to
collaborate
and
discuss
issues
in
the
three
areas
mentioned above.
✔ other (please specify) Family Servioce Credentialing (TTT)

If any selected, please provide a narrative description of your work and if applicable, measurable results
There was a breach in services with the early childhood registry, therefore, the registry is being rebuilt. The
name has changed from the TAPP registry to the Arkansas Professional Development Registry. The revised
registry will be able to track the training hours for early childhood professionals in the state. It will also
provide the opportunity for professionals to complete a professional growth plan (PGP) based on their own
7. If there are any other professional development activities the collaboration office has been involved in
growth needs. The revised registry will provide a more formalized process for tracking, training content,
that
have
not been reported
elsewhere
this section,
please
provide
a narrative development.
description of your
training
requirements
and hours,as
well as,in
creating
a statewide
system
for professional
work
and
if
applicable,
measurable
results
These are measurable results that will be available for all early childhood programs, including Head
Start/EHS. The HSSCO is also working with the Dallas Regional Office and the DCC to include training
There are three areas that the HSSCO is working on as it relate to statewide professional development (PD).
content on the registry for Head Start/EHS beginning with the revised HSPS.
(1) EHS/CC Partnership are trained quarterly. (2) W.K. Kellogg Foundation funded the HSSCO in three areas
whereby we now have deliverables to conduct statewide training in 2016. The three areas include CDELS,
Family Engagement Guide and Framework, and the new KES instrument. (3) The ELAN project {See Item I
-1} is a three year project that examines equity issues in the state's early childhood system.

The state is currently working on a statewide fatherhood mentoring program. We will be working with the
school principals to include this in five locations in Arkansas. This fatherhood mentoring program will roll
out in the spring of 2017. We also plan to add this training to the state's professional development registry.
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C. SCHOOL READINESS and PRE-K
Include a description and some measurable results where possible.
1. Please indicate the area(s) where the collaboration office has been involved in the promotion of school
readiness efforts
✔

importance of relationships and trust

✔

continuity of care

✔

transition planning

✔

pre-literacy and literacy efforts

✔

early math and science and/or STEM efforts

✔

Kindergarten Entry Assessment (KEA)

✔

summits or conferences

✔

Memorandum of Understandings (MOUs)

✔

public engagement and marketing tool

✔

other (please specify) Data Systems

If any selected, please provide a narrative description of your work and if applicable, measurable results
The HSSCO is collaborating and working with the Arkansas Department of Education (ADE) in planning a
statewide event to address several critical topics in early childhood education and maintaining
communication between pre-k and Kindergarten teachers. The HSSCO has been meeting on a quarterly
2. Please
indicate
if the collaboration
office
hasDivision
been involved
in orand
supported
involvement
with pre-K
basis with
the Department
of Education
and the
of Child Care
Early Childhood
Education
(DCCECE) to put in place an ongoing system of collaboration and communication for School Readiness
✔ partnerships
(SR)/Transition between State-Funded Pre-K, Head Start, HIPPY, and the Public School system. These groups
come together
each
to address
transition,
school
readiness, and data systems. The School
✔ will
funding
(please be
asyear
specific
as possible
in the
narrative)
Readiness (SR) Summit is designed to meet the needs of local programs in helping them to understand how
✔ toother
in thetransitional
AECC meetings
(please
specify)
prepare
children
for the Updates
public school,
alignment, and how to use data while building
relationships and networking with others.

If any selected, please provide a narrative description of your work and if applicable, measurable results

This HSSCO
group isworks
also encouraged
feedback
onstate-funded
other state issues
initiatives
through
our state's
The
closely with to
theprovide
DHS/DCC
with the
pre-Kand
through
our ABC
programs
and with
early
childhood
forum.
In
2015,
we
added
a
parent
to
the
local
teams
that
attend.
This
brought
the EHS/CC partnership programs. Even though these programs have different funding streams, another
kind of perspective
thethrough
team members-one
was desperately
needed.
SRinitiatives.
summit includes
all of
collaboration
takes for
place
joint trainings,that
licensing,
state activities,
andEach
other
Initiatives
the
topics
however,
in 2015,
we focused
more
on the revisions
for
the Earlyoffice
Learning
Standards,
KEA, in
3. Ifsuch
there
areabove,
any other
readiness
or pre-K
activities
the entry
collaboration
been involved
as the
revisions
of school
the early
learning
standards,
kindergarten
screener,
and
thehas
creation
of a state
and
the
family
engagement
guide.
The
summit
consists
of
many
national,
state,
and
local
speakers.
The
family
engagement
guide.
These
three initiatives
were funded
by thedescription
W.K. Kelloggof
Foundation.
are
not reported
in this
section,
please provide
a narrative
your workThe
andHSSCO
that
if
measurable
outcome
be these
that we
haveinitiatives.
more localWe
SRalso
teams
in 2015
had in the
four
director
is leading
thewould
work for
three
have
Headthan
Startwe
programs
whoprevious
were funded
measurable
results
applicable,
years
and
the
numbers
keep
growing.
What
this
means
is
that
local
programs
are
not
just
thinking
about
with the Pre-K Expansion and Development grant.
transition, SR, and data systems, but they are working on ways for how thisl. should happen on the local
The HSSCO has established many partnerships on the state level, including a dynamic partnership with the
level.
State Department of Education in revising the Kindergarten Entry Assessment (KEA). The HSSCO director
created a task force with experience and expertise in screening instruments to work with the SDE in making
The HSSCO also wrote for a grant with the WWK Foundation for grant funds in order to move our school
these revisions for our new KES and according to our state law. The task force put together
readiness teams forward by putting funds on the local and community levels to assist with more
recommendations that are now apart of the state's RFP to replace the QELI. The RFP was submitted in
collaboration, networking, and to get more parents involved. Our annual summit was the best ever in
December to go through promulgation. An instrument will be selected and implemented in 2016. The
November, 2016, whereby we started the paperwork for teams to receive funds. We will have more details
measurable results include getting all of the recommendations in the RFP so that the state could get an
and information as we implement in 2017.
instrument that is aligned with the early learning standards and the K-12 Frameworks. The HSSCO will also
conduct an implementation study that monitors the use of the selected instrument and make
recommendations for changes during the training process.
Page 6

Currently, student outcomes are still below aspirations across the state, however, the opportunity to
improve does exist and the state is working in that area. For low income children who attended per-K, only
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D. DATA and STATE FUNDING RELATED WORK
Include a description and some measurable results where possible.
1. Please indicate if the collaboration office has worked on setting up unique identifiers that include Head
Start children in your state or region.
Yes
No
If yes selected, please provide a narrative description of your work and if applicable, measurable results
The HSSCO has worked with the Arkansas Research Center (ARC), who serves as the State's Longitudinal
Data System (SLDS). After sharing the SLSD process with Head Start directors, The HSSCO provided the SLSD
representative with the Head Start programs information so that they could include their children in the
system. Each child was given a uniques identifier (number) in order to track their progress when they enter
2. Please indicate if the collaboration office has developed or updated any profiles regarding data for your
kindergarten through the KEA process. The project is paid for by the State Department of Education and
state
or forHowever,
certain populations
DHS/DCC.
this project is at a halt right now due to conflicts between the Arkansas Research
Center
and
the
State
Department of Education. The HSSCO director moved forward in working with the
✔ Fact Sheets or Profiles – please include the geographic level in the description (such as county/city
Head Start children by collaborating with the Teaching Strategies Gold (TSG) to work this same process and
etc.) all children identifiers who are currently using TSG (which is about 75% of our programs). They
assigning
provided us with our first overall data to show how these children were doing with their child educational
economic impact studies
outcomes. In the spring of 2017, we should receive another report that identifies how the children are
educationally
✔ doing
mapping
studies by race, gender, and each center. we are excited to be collaborating with TSG and have
more Head start programs that have switched over in order to be apart of the statewide data system.

other (please specify)

If any selected, please provide a narrative description of your work and if applicable, measurable results
The HSSCO maintains updated fact sheets on Head Start/EHS programs in order to respond to the
demanding requests for information in Arkansas. We have two fact sheets for the AHSA and the HSSCO,
which contains information on the mission/vision, number of programs, centers, teachers, and children we
serve. We also have a click-able map on our web-site (www.arheadstart.org) that contains information
3. Please indicate if the collaboration office has contributed to the development of a state data system or
about all Head Start/EHS programs with contact information for the program and centers. The HSSCO
other
data
system
your
region.
if it
provided
data
from in
these
sources
in Please
order toindicate
be placed
onhas.
our ASSET Mapping online system. This system
provides
information
to
parents
and
caregivers
so
that
they
will developing
know how tothe
access
quality
care in data
✔ been a part of a task force or coalitions for planning and
state’s
or region’s
Arkansas. This was designed by the University of Arkansas at Little Rock task force and paid for through an
system,
ARRA
grantincluding
in 2013. early childhood
✔ developed or been a part of an MOU to share data

✔ pursued deliberate integration of Head Start data into the state data system

worked on common definitions within the state
other (please specify)
If any selected, please provide a narrative description of your work and if applicable, measurable results
(See last part of Item D-1) All programs participated and were apart of this process except for programs who
were currently engaged in the designation renewal system.
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4. If there are any other data or state/region funding related activities the collaboration office has been
involved in that are not reported in this section, please provide a narrative description of your work
and if applicable, measurable results

E.

Arkansas is also reviewing data in the areas of the Annie E. Casey Foundation, Kid Count Report, Race for
Results, whereby it shows that in the index for the twelve indicators, which were developed to measure the
impact of a child's race on his/her chances for success in adulthood, shows that Arkansas is below the
national average in all twelve areas with African Americans with the lowest score. There were disparities by
PARENT/FAMILY
and
DIVERSITY
RELATED
race in each and every state
in the
country.

also has
lowsome
birth-weight
scoresresults
according
to the
Center for Disease Control and Prevention
IncludeArkansas
a description
and
measurable
where
possible.

Network. The score for African Americans (13.9) almost double the score for whites (7.4), which indicates
that infants
bornifwith
birth-weightoffice
are athas
higher
riskdeliberate
for physicalwork
development
delays that
hinder Family
1. Please
indicate
the low
collaboration
done
to incorporate
the Parent,
development and school readiness. Arkansas is working to address these issues in order to work with health
Community Engagement Framework into other systems within the state or region
advocates in targeting policies to these populations.

Yes
No
If yes selected, please provide a narrative description of your work and if applicable, measurable results
In working through our newly created statewide family engagement guide and resources. The HSSCO took
the lead in hiring a contractor (Curriculum Concepts) to provide statewide training and assistance on the
new family engagement guide, framework, and toolkit. The training on the guide and framework has
helped early childhood professionals in building a family engagement system in their program. This training
2. Please
if theoncollaboration
office hasdevelopment
been engaged
in work
around
visiting
has alsoindicate
been placed
the state's professional
registry
so that
thosehome
who have
not such
been as
trained will still have access to the same training.
✔ MIECHV and Early Head Start work
resources toand/or
supportsystems
the guidework
include
a toolbox,
parent
✔ The
coordination
within
your state
orsurvey,
regionand a self-assessment to help programs
get started. The resources in the toolbox were placed in 15 resource centers across the state of Arkansas to
✔ become
development
support
pilots We
around
home visiting
apart of or
their
lendingoflibrary.
are currently
working on an Online Resource link to assist staff
with
all
updates
on
family
engagement
and
other
resources.
✔ other (please specify) Arkansas Home Visiting Nerwork In collaboration with the DCCECE, the family
engagement coordinator's position has moved over to their division. The WKKF grant funds ended for the
project
but theplease
family provide
engagement
work continues.
If any
selected,
a narrative
description of your work and if applicable, measurable results

The HSSCO works closely with the Arkansas Home Visiting Network (AHVN) through coordination and
system's work in the state. The network consist of all home-based programs in the state, including EHS. We
meet on a quarterly basis and present at conferences. The Arkansas Home Visiting Network (HVN) was
formed to build support and collaboration among all home visiting programs in Arkansas. The Arkansas
3. Please
indicate
what received
work thea collaboration
has been
engaged
in inthat
supports
language
Department
of Health
grant to expandoffice
the home
visiting
programs
Arkansas.
Thedual
funds
went
learners
and/or
cultural
responsiveness
to support
the first
five programs
listed below, however, existing home visiting programs such as EHS and
Save the Children are still a part of the network. The network consists of the following programs:
or work
with the Office of Refugee Resettlement
• MOUs
Nurse Family
Partnership
HIPPY
✔ • development
of any early English language development standards
• Parents As Teachers (PAT)
✔ • other
(please
specify)
BilinguaL Interpreters Credential
Following
Babies
Back Home
• Healthy Families America
If any
selected, please provide a narrative description of your work and if applicable, measurable results
• EHS
• Save the Children
The HSSCO is working collaboratively with the Welcome the Children organization to create an Arkansas
Bilingual Interpreter's Credential in education (ABICE). Arkansas currently does not have a "certifying " body
The state has agreed to pilot a program for families called "Ready Rosie." Ready Rosie is an online
for educational interpreters, which would be similar to what medical and legal interpreters have in place
subscription-based resource that promotes instant, interactive, and consistent parent engagement. It
now. The team has reached out to the University of Georgia, who does have a Certificate of completion in
includes weekly videos that model tips each week to parents, caregivers, and administrators in English and
place and they have been very helpful in sharing their information. They have an eight week online program
Spanish. The project is being lead through the Winthrop Rockefellar Foundation, whereby Head
Start/EHS
Page
(30 hours), whereby they do see the students once a week. During the face-to-face, they focus
on8
programs are included.
vocabulary development and ethical dilemmas. They have two separate courses: Professional Interpreter in
Education and Professional Interpreter in special education. Arkansas (with permission form the University
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4. Please indicate if the collaboration office has been involved in the development of MOUs with child
welfare
Yes
No
If yes selected, please provide a narrative description of your work and if applicable, measurable results
The HSSCO is working with DCFS in revising the state agreement between Head start and DCFS. the
agreement will highlight who does what for foster care and set the stage for programs to work together on
the local and community levels. Once the agreement has been revised, it will be disseminated to all Head
Start/EHS programs across the state. Through this agreement, local programs are more focused on their
5. Please
indicate
if the collaboration
office has
been
involved
in developing
materials
or the
conferences
/
roles and
responsibilities.
Plus, it has allowed
these
programs
to build
great relationships
with
local
meetings
to support parent/family/community engagement
DCFS offices.

✔ conferences or meetings
✔ materials
✔ other (please specify) State & Regional

If any selected, please provide a narrative description of your work and if applicable, measurable results
The HSSCO in collaboration with the AHSA primarily coordinates the full conference. The HSSCO did put in
place a statewide institute planning committee to work with her and her staff, which makes things so much
better. The state institute is scheduled every year in March and the regional five-state institute is every five
years in Arkansas. The HSSCO director takes the suggestions from the institute planning committee and
6. Please
indicate
if the
collaboration
worked
on issues
to the
specific to
topic
areas
take it to
the AHSA
board
for approval.office
Once has
approved,
things
move relating
forward for
the institute
occur.

below

✔ fatherhood
✔ parent advisory groups
✔ parent data

financial literacy
✔ homelessness
✔ domestic violence

✔ incarcerated parents
✔ Strengthening Families work

other (please specify)
If any selected, please provide a narrative description of your work and if applicable, measurable results
The HSSCO provided statewide resources to EHS/Head Start programs on incarcerated parents.
We are still working on our fatherhood initiative. We have been planning for a statewide fatherhood
mentor program that will be launched in 2017. The state's fatherhood mission is to strengthen family
foundation and reverse the "absentee father" trend by assisting fathers with the challenges of parenting, as
well as, increasing their skills in building and maintaining healthy relationships. We will continue with our
other activities such as recognizing a fantastic father each quarter, and distributing our annualPage
brochure
that
9
highlights all activities and events for the year.
The HSSCO sends out resources to support homelessness and works with programs through the McKinney-
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7. If there are any other parent/family or diversity related activities the collaboration office has been
involved in that are not reported in this section, please provide a narrative description of your work
and if applicable, measurable results
The HSSCO is taking the lead to get a train the trainer training in Arkansas on the Portage Project's Family
Credential. The family credential is required for family service workers, therefore, we want to have certified
trainers ready and available to train. Once trained, we will be able to place on our State's Professional
Development Registry for everyone to access.
The AHSA directors have been working closely with the HSSCO director and we now have a plan in place,
which will be fully implemented in 2017.

F. QUALITY RATING AND IMPROVEMENT SYSTEM (QRIS)
Include a description and some measurable results where possible.
1. Please indicate any work the collaboration office has been intentionally involved in regarding Head
Start in QRIS
piloting efforts
✔ alignment issues
✔ active participation in development of QRIS
✔ reducing barriers to Head Start involvement to increase number of grantees who are a part of QRIS

✔ providing support in the adoption of ”Caring for Our Children Basics,” proposed Health and Safety

Model Standards. (once they become available)
✔ other (please specify) Adding 2 more levels to QRIS

If any selected, please provide a narrative description of your work and if applicable, measurable results
The Quality Rating Improvement System (QRIS) in Arkansas is called Better Beginnings (BB). It currently has
three levels, whereby, we are working on levels four and five. Arkansas added licensing regulations to the
first level of BB, whereby, it will be effective in January, 2016. Head Start/EHS programs are offered a
reciprocity in going through the BB levels. Reciprocity means that these programs can submit their
2. Ifmonitoring
there areevaluation
any QRIS and
activities
that the collaboration office has been involved in that are not reported
Class scores in order to advance through the levels. We have approximately 90%
in
please
provide
narrative
description
of your
workyear
andhas
if applicable,
measurable
results
of this
Headsection,
Start/EHS
programs
whoaare
going through
BB/QRIS.
The past
been spent on
reviewing the
next steps for the BB process. the state team does plan to incorporate CLASS in levels four and five. Things
The
HSSCO
on the
BB/QRIS
as we strive to create levels four and five. Arkansas has
are at
a halt,serves
but plan
to be
back onstate
trackcommittee
soon.
approximately 900 quality approved centers that provide quality services to over 65,000 children.
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G. EARLY EDUCATION SYSTEM OUTSIDE OF QRIS
Include a description and some measurable results where possible.
1. Please indicate if the collaboration office has been involved in or supported efforts to expand access to
quality infant and toddler spaces within your state or region
✔ within Early Head Start

✔ within Early Head Start – Child Care Partnerships
✔ within early care and education
✔ other (please specify) Home-base

If any selected, please provide a narrative description of your work and if applicable, measurable results
The HSSCO works with the Division of Child Care in expanding access to infant and toddler spaces to EHS and
early care and educational programs. This is one of the goals of the AECC and the IT coordinator is
addressing this in several areas as she work with all IT programs. There were three programs awarded for
the
EHS/CC
Partnership
grants for a total
of 376
These
programs
working very well!
HSSCO
2. Please
indicate
if the collaboration
office
hasslots.
regular
meetings
orare
communications
withThe
other
early care
and the DCCECE IT Coordinator works well together in planning quarterly meetings for the EHS-CCP. the
and
education
professional
agenda
is set based
on the needs identified on the quarterly conference call and the evaluations from each
meeting.
Regular
EHS programs are invited to attend as well.
✔ quarterly
child care

✔ The
state
data system
stafffor Maltreated Infants and Toddlers continue to meet each month to:
Arkansas
Court Team
1. Defining a continuum of services and how to best access early intervention services. These services will
✔ pre-K
be incorporated into the case plan.
The committee has established Tuesdays as the time for the post removal conferences for any new
✔ 2. QRIS
potential court team case.
✔ higher education
3. We established a new committee called the “Kinship Placement”. This committee is working to access
types of services are needed for relatives with permanent custody. The committee is drafting a
✔ what
K-12
questionnaire to ascertain what services are currently in place and which are lacking.
(please
specify)
✔ 4. other
Health Department
The parent
partners
are working
on possible grant opportunities for parent partners. They have
developed new forms to use with families. These forms are being reviewed at DHS before being forwarded
If any
selected,
provide a narrative description of your work, the frequency of these meetings and
to OCC
for legalplease
vetting.

if applicable, measurable results

We also have infants and toddlers who are served in our MIEHV and our AHVN that are apart of our
The
HSSCO meets
with allasthat's
networking
and training
well. checked above on a monthly, quarterly, or every other month basis.

Most of these topics or programs are housed at DHS/DCC and the HSSCO director meets with this agency
twice
month. Aifrepresentative
from office
the Department
of Higher
Educationbetween
is on several
of our
state
3. Pleasea indicate
the collaboration
has worked
on a crosswalk
state
child
care licensing
committees. The other agencies for K-12 and the state data system are with the State Department of
and Head Start Program Performance Standards
Education (SDE) and the Arkansas Research Center (ARC). The Health department and Department of
Health have their own scheduled meetings, whereby the HSSCO attends and serves on these
in discussion
✔ Behavioral
committees.
✔ started the process

completed (please e-mail a copy to Karen.Heying@acf.hhs.gov or provide a link to the crosswalk in
the description)
✔ other (please specify) Association of Measurement
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If any selected, please provide a narrative description of your work and if applicable, measurable results
We have revised the State's Minimum Child Care Licensing (MCCL) Requirement, therefore, they no longer
coincide with the existing crosswalk. We have started the revisions to the new crosswalk with the revised
HSPPS.

4. Please indicate if the collaboration office has worked on Family Child Care issues in your state or region
We have in place what's called an Association of Measurement, which highlights all of the crosswalks with
✔ Licensing,
Child Care,
outcomes,
andHead
others.
we hope to have these completed in
licensingEHS/Head
issues forStart,
partnering
withChild
Head
Start/Early
Start
2017.

piloting efforts

✔ increasing quality in general for family child care
✔ other (please specify)

FCC is included with EHS-CCP sites

If any selected, please provide a narrative description of your work and if applicable, measurable results
The HSSCO participated in the revisions of the MCCL standards, which address increasing the quality for
family child care (FCC) and partnering with Head Start/EHS. We also partner and have our FCC to participate
in our quarterly updates and training for EHS-CCP.

5. Please indicate if the collaboration office has worked on general early care and education systems work
in your state or region around the following areas
✔ State Advisory Council (SAC)/Interagency work
✔ Planning and developing frameworks
✔ MOU/Interagency agreements
✔ General alignment across systems
✔ state funding

✔ materials/public awareness

work with the child care subsidy office
✔ other (please specify)

Medical Homes

If any selected, please provide a narrative description of your work and if applicable, measurable results
The HSSCO director worked to include EHS/Head Start programs in a grant that was received by the Health
Department that allowed staff to assist families in finding them a medical home. This was so needed by
families.
6. IfEHS/Head
there areStart
any other
early childhood system outside of QRIS related activities the collaboration office

has been in involved in and are not reported in this section, please provide a narrative description of
The Arkansas Early Childhood Commission (AECC) convenes on a quarterly basis (January, April, July, and
your
work and if applicable, measurable results
October). The commission is charged with supporting and advising the Division of Child Care and Early
Childhood
Education
by ensuring
that
all Arkansas
children
and theirsystem
families
access
to aand
safeHead
The
UALR College
of Business
team
is working
on an
asset mapping
tohave
include
all DHS
high-quality,
developmentally
nurturing,
environment
and bypublic.
educating
Start/EHS
resources.
The goal appropriate,
is to have a website
thatlearning
is efficient
for the general
Theyand
areassisting
looking
parents,
providers,
and
communities
to
prepare
children
for
future
success.
The
work
continues
for
for a name for the mapping project. The goals are to create an online mapping system, online resource
strengthening
andto
expanding
withfor
other
agencies
and organizations
for connected
as
guide
and a place
house thepartnerships
“Getting Ready
School”
publications.
It was noted
that this is action,
still a work
the
commission
focus
on
a
diverse
set
of
topics
and
activities.
The
HSSCO
director
has
a
standing
position
in progress. DCCECE will have brochures from UALR, social media to let folks know about the new initiative.
on thewill
commission.
They
use the Better Beginnings website and word of mouth to get the information out to the public.

The HSSCO and DCC is working on a state inter-agency agreement that would identify the work between the
EHS and CCDF in order to support our EHS/CC partnerships. The agreement will be disseminated
Page 12to the
grantees and partners in February, 2016.
Both agencies meet twice a month to review state funding, review and update any materials and resources
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H. HEALTH RELATED
Include a description and some measurable results where possible.
1. Please indicate if the collaboration office has been involved in activities around support of a medical or
dental home
✔ medical
✔ dental

If any selected, please provide a narrative description of your work and if applicable, measurable results
The Arkansas Head Start-State Collaboration Office and the Oral Health Coalition continue to work together
to provide oral health standards and support to EHS/Head Start programs in Arkansas. The HSSCO director
provided information on additional grant funding for dental hygienists in order to support the continued
work with Head Start programs. This information was provided to the Collaboration director from the
2. Please
indicate if the collaboration office has been involved in any work around the Affordable Care Act
dental hygienist liaison. The HSSCO director is working closely with the Oral Health Coalition in planning the
(ACA)
Governor’s Oral Health Summit each year.

Yes

The Arkansas Health Department received a grant to work with early childhood programs in finding medical
homes
No for families. The HSSCO requested a meeting with health officials to request that they include Head
Start /EHS programs in their quest to secure medical homes for early childhood families, The HSSCO
director is now on the Medical Home committee, whereby the committee meets each month to address and
If yes
selected, please provide a narrative description of your work and if applicable, measurable results
update goals identified in their medical home strategic plan. Head Start/EHS programs were included in
finding
medical
homes forthe
families.
During open
enrollment,
HSSCO send out information and resources to EHS/Head Start programs to
encourage families to seek insurance and/or make changes to enhance their families insurance coverage.
Information is shared with the directors for all programs.

3. Please indicate if the collaboration office has been involved in intentional activity to support Early and
Periodic Screening, Diagnostic and Treatment (EPSDT) screenings
✔ lead toxicity screening
✔ hearing screening
✔ dental screening

other (please specify)
If any selected, please provide a narrative description of your work and if applicable, measurable results
Ongoing.... Most of our programs are up-to date with their EPSDT, however, if their is an issue with one
program, the HSSCO director puts it on the agenda so that all directors can discuss and support one another.
We have state-level programs in each of these areas. The HSSCO is involved by providing information,

health
4. Please
indicate
if the updates
collaboration
has been programs.
involved inWe
intentional
activities
oralat
support,
and ongoing
to localoffice
Head Start/EHS
also address
some ofaround
these areas
our Directors' meeting every other month. The HSSCO director will invite the state level representatives to
initiatives
the meeting to provide update ad answer any questions the directors may have.
✔ coordination for increased access
✔ conference coordination
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✔ partnerships
✔ funding
✔ other (please specify) AR Mission of Mercy (ARMON)

If any selected, please provide a narrative description of your work and if applicable, measurable results
The Arkansas Mission of Mercy (ARMON) is an annual FREE dental service clinic for under-served Arkansans,
sponsored by the Arkansas State Dental Association. In collaboration with my office, I provide the
information to programs and go and volunteer on the day of the clinic. This is an amazing event to witness...
so many
familiesifwho
not have dental
insurance
caninvolved
come outinand
get their
fixed free
charge.
5. Please
indicate
the do
collaboration
office
has been
support
or mouths
development
of of
Health
This helps prevent and/or gives relief to so many individuals who may be suffering from tooth decay. this
Networks
in your state or region
event is truly for children and adults.

Yes
No
If yes selected, please provide a narrative description of your work and if applicable, measurable results
We have for the first time in Arkansas and maybe the first time for any state to create a statewide health
advisory network with all EHS/Head Start health coordinators. These coordinators meet every other month
to address critical health issues that they may be experiencing in their programs. They invite state-level
practitioners
to their
to answer questions,
clarify, and problem
solve
issues
that
arrive.
6. Please
indicate
whatmeetings
level of involvement
the collaboration
office had
in on
your
state
or may
region
around
This has been very successful! Through the collaboration with the HSSCO director and the TTA network, we
early childhood and disabilities
feel that we have a solid start to opening doors to many solutions that we have been faced with in our
EHS/Head
Start programs.
of state or regional MOUs
✔ development
✔ public awareness campaigns
✔ support materials

other (please specify)
If any selected, please provide a narrative description of your work and if applicable, measurable results
The state has an MOU that serves as a guide for the work that is being done on the local levels in Head
Start/EHS programs. However, each local program also has an inter-agency agreement with their local Part
B and C.

7. Please indicate what areas of involvement the collaboration office had around mental health and social
The HSSCO collaborates with Developmental Disabilities Services (DDS) through the work on
emotional issues in your state or region
committees,public awareness campaigns, provide resource materials, and present disability content
our state conference.
updates and additional materials from DDS to share with Head
✔ sessions
in infant We
andreceive
toddlers
specificatinvolvement
Start/EHS programs on an ongoing basis.
✔ materials development
The HSSCO director also serves on the State's Inter-agency Coordinating Council (SICC).
✔ coordination of conferences
✔ support for the development of coaching and mentoring groups
✔ interagency coordination

other (please specify)
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If any selected, please provide a narrative description of your work and if applicable, measurable results
The Social Emotional Work group has been working diligently to complete a state social emotional strategic
plan to submit to the DHS/DCC to review for the continued work that still needs to be done, especially since
DCC no longer has the grant funding to support this effort. The plan highlights the specific involvement of IT
8. Please
indicate what
areas ofwith
involvement
the collaboration
office
had around
nutrition
issues
in your
and inter-agency
coordination
other agencies.
The plan has been
submitted
to DCC
as the work
group
waits for
feedback and to identify what the next steps will be. the plan has been approved and the task
state
or region
force has started the work.
✔ WIC
We have been working on the issue of the many caseloads that DCFS faces for abuse and neglect. As a state
CACFP
we have an obligation to protect children. DCFS does not have enough resources to serve the growing
of children in the child welfare system. there caseloads have doubled the recommended number
✔number
obesity
and even higher in some of the counties. Our goal was to stabilize the AR child welfare system by
other (please
specify)
decreasing
the number
of children entering foster care. We will have to go to the legislators in 2017 for
more funding. we will be asking then to increase the DCFS budget by $26.7 million in state general revenue
for 2018
and anplease
additional
11.9 amillion
increase
in 2019 inoforder
reduce
caseloads.measurable results
If any
selected,
provide
narrative
description
yourtowork
andthese
if applicable,
The HSSCO is working with a committee called AR Prevention of Obesity. This committee will resume its
work from two years ago to look at what is needed in our state to help children to eat and live more
healthier lives. The team is currently assessing what is going on in the state with obesity in our early
9. Ifchildhood
there are
any other health related activities that the collaboration office has been involved in that
programs.

are not reported in this section, please provide a narrative description of your work and if applicable,
measurable results
The Tooth Fairy program was implemented by Head Start/EHS programs free of charge in January, 2016. It
was very successful, therefore, we will be implementing it again for 2017. This program is sponsored by the
Oral Health Coalition, which provides materials, tooth brushes, tooth paste in teaching children how to
brush the correct way. Teachers loved it and found it easy to incorporate into their daily lessons since all of
the materials were provided.

I. OTHER REGIONAL PRIORITIES THAT ARE NOT INCLUDED IN ANY OF THE
SECTIONS
Include a description and some measurable results where possible.
List and describe up to three other collaboration office regional priorities not reported in any of the previous
sections (if there are no regional priorities identified, this may be left blank)
The HSSCO director is working to get the new HSPPS and CLASS on the state's professional development
registry so that all early childhood programs can access the training. In conversations with the Dallas
Regional Office, the HSSCO is trying to set up a train the trainer in order to get qualified trainers on the
registry. the work continues...
The ELAN is a the brainchild of the BUILD Initiative, funded by the W.K. Kellogg Foundation, which for years
has promoted early childhood systems, identified the root causes of disparities, and provided supports for
states to address them. The ELAN is a focused effort across 20 states, the District of Columbia, and Guam,
and is composed of 38 fellows who have responsibility at the state or county level for early childhood
systems. Over the next three years, the ELAN fellows will work together to identify, address, and take action
on inequities based on race, ethnicity, language and culture in early childhood state systems. The ELAN
fellow (Jackie Govan) will work with DHS/Division of Child Care and Early Childhood Education and other
state partners to design an action plan in the area of the state’s professional development (PD) system to
address racial disparities and promote racial equity. This project will have an impact on state agencies and
organizations, state-level partners, early childhood professionals, children ages birth to age five and their
Page 15
families. I will work closely with the state’s professional development steering committee to focus on an
equitable PD system, improved state early childhood registry, access to quality training, and positive
outcomes for children. We will use our state’s data to define the current training locations, training content,

